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Abstract
Many applications in wireless sensor networks require sensor nodes 
to obtain their absolute geographical positions. There are various 
localization algorithms have been recently proposed. Localization 
– finding the position of individual sensor nodes-remains one of 
the most difficult research challenges. Many applications based on 
networked sensors require location awareness; a node must be able 
to find its location.This paper presents a reviewof some localization 
algorithms which used different techniques such as CAB, 
GRAHAM’S SCAN, QUERY MODEL, EVENT TRIGGERED 
DISTRIBUTED OPTIMIZATION, and BILATERATION.
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I. Introduction
Many localization algorithms have been proposed for wireless 
sensor network. They focus on localization for static sensor 
network, but not for mobile one. With the development of sensor 
and network technology, a wireless sensor network with mobile 
sensor nodes becomes applicable. A mobile wireless sensor 
network (MWSN) consists of sensor nodes that may move often. 
Traditional localization algorithms for static sensor networks 
are not suitable to MWSN. MWSN applications demand new 
localization algorithms.
This paper surveys various approaches and techniques used in 
mobile wireless sensor networks and compare the results of 
various algorithms. The main contribution of this paper is to 
present a survey of the literatures i.e. Concentric Anchor Beacon 
(CAB) localization algorithm [1], Distributed method using 
technique Graham’s scan [2], Event triggered query model [3], 
Event triggered distribution optimization [4], Event triggered 
localization algorithm [5].

II. Literature Review
CAB is a range free approach and uses a small number of anchor 
nodes. Each anchor emits beacons at different power levels. 
ACAB algorithm has been proposed for wireless sensor networks 
[1,6-7]. CAB is adistributed range free approachand uses a small 
percentage of anchor nodes. Each beacon carries information 
including the anchor’s position, its power level, and the estimated 
maximum distance that the beacon can travel.  
Y. Sabri et al [2] presents an improved localization algorithm with 
high accuracy in large-scale sensor networks with alarge number 
of sensors nodes based on Graham’s scan, called Slsng. Range 
based method called Slsng is an improved method of AT-Dist [8] 
in order to locate sensors with high accuracy.
In a new event triggered query model which generalizes many 
locations aware queries that continuously aggregate sensor data 
around mobile sensor of interests [3]. Technique includes a novel 
tree structure for efficient access to mobile sensors and query 
propagation. 

An event triggered distributed algorithm for the data gathering 
problem is proposed by P. Wanet al [4]. Under event triggering, 
each agent broadcasts to its neighbors when a local “error” signal 
exceeds a state dependent threshold.An event-triggered localization 
algorithm which is based on IR (Infra-Red) fingerprint and RSSI 
(received signal strength indicator) techniques was proposed by 
Z. Baoli et al [5]. It is a distributed and low-cost localization 
algorithm with high accuracy.

 A. CAB Localization Algorithm
CAB is a distributed range free approach that does not require 
information exchange between neighboringsensors. It has a low 
computational overhead that is simple to implement. CAB uses 
anchors that broadcast beacon signal at varying power levels. 
From the information by each beacon signal, each sensor node 
can re-identify the annular ring within which it resides in. They 
estimated that position of the node is taken as the average of all the 
valid intersection points. V. Vivekanandan et al[1]also proposed 
two heuristics, namely CAB-EA and CAB-EW , to determine the 
transmitting power levels of the beacons.Simulation results show 
that CAB provides a lower position estimation error.

B. Graham’sScan 
C. Sabri et al [2], considered an improved method of AT-Dist called 
Slsng in order to locate sensors with high accuracy and make it 
scalable and rapidly convergent and less resource consumption 
(CPU and memory). They proposed approximation technique 
Slsng based Graham’s scan in order to estimate the position of 
nodes. Each node restricts determining the convex hull of a set 
of sensors used instead of the Grid-Scan method where it can be 
localized. 

1. Slsng Technique
Slsng presents three important advantages:
First, this technique eliminates some wrong propagated information. 
This wrong informationis due to range errors or attackers who 
have the control of sensors.Second, a node knows if it’s estimated 
position is close to its real position and in the case, it become an 
estimated anchor. Third, Graham’s scan allowed toreduce the 
consumption of CPU time.
Simulation shows the efficiency of this method in comparison to 
AT-Dist method [8].C. Saad, et al [8] take into consideration the 
large scale networks, the requirement in memory and the position 
convergence time. There simulations check the efficiency in real 
environment. Moreover they focused on performance to locate 
sensors with high accuracy in large scale but do not take into 
account the mobility of sensors or the energy consumption.

C. An Event – Triggered Query Model 
L. Hong et al [3] proposed an event detection and in-network 
aggregation strategy to provide event- triggered location aware 
data services in mobile WSNs. Such data service query type exists 
in a wide range of data centric applications especially in the area 
of the human environment interaction. This strategy can also be 
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efficiently applied to typical query type in WSNs. This is the 
process of improving the reliability of our system to deal with 
node failure and message losses.
The contributions of theirwork are:
First approach to provide event triggered location aware data 
services in mobile WSNs. 
Second approach to design a novel tree structure for efficient query 
dissemination to mobile sensors and in network aggregation. A 
minimal tree distance update method is proposed to reduce update 
messages when mobile sensors change their location.
Third approach a dynamic in-network aggregation algorithm for 
each stationary sensor that adaptively chooses the route ti transmit 
data back to the base station according to continuously changing 
query areas.
Fourth approach an online query insertion algorithm including 
hidden rules and compatible rules. This algorithm reduces the 
total cost for processing multiple ETLAQs.

D. Event -Triggered Distributed Optimization 
P. Wan et al [4], introduced the use of event-triggered distributed 
algorithm to solve the optimization problem in sensor networks. 
The event-triggered algorithm can greatly reduce the message 
passing complexity in distributed algorithms. They uses the data 
gathering problem as an example, and proposed an event triggered 
distributed algorithm for the data gathering problem and proved 
it convergence.
Simulation results show that proposed algorithm reduces the 
number of message exchanges by two orders of magnitude 
compared to commonly use dual decomposition algorithms. It 
also enjoys better scalability.

E. Event-Triggered Localization Algorithm
Many wireless sensor network applications require location of 
sensor nodes accurately. B. Zhang et al [5] work was based on RF 
fingerprinting and RSSI techniques. They proposed a distributed 
and range independent localization algorithm for MWSN. Their 
proposed technique has higher accuracy and energy efficiency.
OPNET with wireless LAN module is adopted in the simulation. 
The radio model was based on IEEE802.11wireless LAN 
product with 1 Mbps bandwidth. The IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN 
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) was used for medium 
access control (MAC).
Simulation results show that, the proposed localization scheme 
achieves better localization accuracy for higher anchor node 
density and low moving speed.

III. Future Work
According to V. Vivekanandan et al[1]future work should include 
determining the optimal transmitting power levels of the beacons 
by formulating it as a constrained optimization problem.
Y. Sabriet al [2] stated that future work should consist of 
analyzingthese criterions in Slsng either by using these methods 
or by novel method adapted to Slsng. They assume that sensor 
have no information related to network environment, especially 
information about error measure. They propose some ways to 
improve Slsng when a bound can be calculated for measured 
errors. But, in depth analysis should be achieved.
L. Hong et al[3] in the future contended to extend the strategy to 
support more complex event detection.
P. Wan et al [4] and B. Zhang et al [5] proposed solution of various 
optimization problems in future, with the use of event triggered 
algorithm.

IV. Simulation Environment
V. Vivekanandan et al[1] simulatedall algorithms in Mat lab. 
The wireless sensor used by them consisted of 280 nodes, and 
avarying number of anchorsrandomly placed. The network 
topology was a square of side10R by 10R, where R is the sensor 
node communication range. The average connectivity among 
nodes was equal to eight. For a simulation of CAB,path loss 
exponent (n) was assumed 2, ANR ratio was set at 3 and DOI 
value was set at 0.05. The estimation errors were normalized 
with respect to the sensor node range (R). By Y. Sabriet al[2] 
experiments were built upon the J-Sim simulator[9] dedicated 
to WSN simulations. It is a compositional, component-based 
simulation environment. It is built upon the concept of autonomous 
component programming model wherein J-Sims is developed 
entirely in Java. The signal attenuation due to obstacle or other 
factor (e.g. use of unidirectional antennas) was simulated in 
J-Sims.L. Hong et al[3] proposed an in-network query processing 
strategy with multi-query optimization.P. Wan et al[4] assumed 
a tree communication structure in the data gathering problem. 
The sink node is the root node of the tree, and all leaf nodes 
and intermediate node send data to the root node. They compare 
the number of message exchanges of event-triggered algorithm 
against the dual composition algorithm on the data gathering 
problem. Simulation results show that event triggered algorithm 
reduces number of message exchange by two order magnitude 
when compared to dual decomposition. Moreover, this algorithm 
enjoys better scalability with respect to the depth of the tree and 
the maximum number of the trees.

V. Conclusion
There are many techniques likeCAB, Graham’s scan, query model, 
event triggered distributed optimization, Bilateration techniques 
used in wireless sensor networks.  Many problems in wireless 
sensor networks, including estimation, source localization, data 
gathering, maximum lifetime routing, control, resource allocation 
and congestion controlcan be formulated as optimization problem. 
This paper provided the review of localization algorithms used in 
wireless sensor networks and also provided the future work related 
to the given papers. A detailed investigation on these techniques and 
range based algorithms and many unsolved problems in wireless 
sensor networks is also discussed. A discussion on simulation 
setups and possible approaches is also presentedin this paper.
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